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The Adventures of
Finding Friendship

T

here was once a world
you’ve never seen before,
covered in a vast and
beautiful beach. It was so clean
and nice there, with no litter
anywhere in sight. It was dark
for 12 hours a day no matter what
time of year it was and its one
moon was home to a lone boy.
There was a pristine park next
to a giant mountain, around the
mountain were trees that grew
money and there were many
houses dotting the beach.

Two kinds of flowers grew
throughout the world. On the
beach there were tulip-like
flowers that were red, yellow, and
purple all at once. There were also
sunflower-like flowers that had
come from space. They changed
color based on the temperature.
The animals in this world were
very unique. One was a pink and
blue creature with the front end
of a horse and the back end of
a dog, with shark fins and deer
antlers. There was also a creature

that had a fish head, cat body, and
90 legs.
To get around this world one had
several choices: you could take
your super fast red and black
rollerblades with jetpacks, a 26tire truck, a 5-wheeled bike, or a
60-wheeled motorcycle.
Ronnie called this world home.
They had rainbow skin and hair
and usually stood at 6 feet, but
they could change their size at
will. They lived in the mountain
which they had made to look like
a volcano to try to keep people
away. Ronnie was super fast, had
laser eyes, and could shoot lava
from their hands. Ronnie used

to be a “bad guy” but with the
help of friends they realized they
wanted to do good by taking care
of all the animals in the world.
One of the friends who helped
Ronnie was Deondray Williams,
or Baby Dray for short. He had
brown skin and locs and was an
impressive 7’1”. He wore a red
mask and black basketball shoes
with his fancy expensive clothes.
He lived on the beach with his
spouse and 2 kids and had a
second house on another planet
with his friend Corporate. He
was a great basketball player and
people were intimidated by his
skills. His superpowers included

telling great jokes, a scream that
could break glass, and super speed.
He felt he should help Ronnie
because he was so tall and strong.
Scuba Sharkla also called this
world home. She was...not always
a human- she could turn from
human to shark. She had shark
teeth and a fin, smooth white
scales, a long tail, and long
black hair. She lived in a cave
deep underwater in the ocean
but could breathe above or below
the water. She could create a
tsunami by flapping her tail.
Ronnie had forced her to leave the
beach because they thought she
played too rough and was scaring

people with her tsunami tail. She
really wanted friends and was
so desperate that she sometimes
tried to kidnap people from
the beach and take them to her
underwater home.
One day Ronnie and Baby Dray
were out for a walk on the beach,
smelling tulips and checking on
all the animals they could find.
Little did they know, Sharkla was
swimming just offshore in hopes
of finding a new friend. She had
just wrapped her long hair around
an unsuspecting person when
Ronnie and Baby Dray spotted her...

